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Process of erection of NUTANK GRP sectional water tank





What is GRP Water Tank?

Korvan
NUTANK GRP

Sectional
Water tank

NUTANK GRP Panel Tank

Concrete Tank

Steel Tank

Stainless Steel Tank

GRP Hand Lay-up Tank

COMPARISON: NUTANK GRP panel vs others



Structural Analysis of NUTANK GRP Panel
NUTANK GRP water tanks are designed to be the safest panels through optimised design.



water tankGRP
Internal reinforcement structure





water tankGRP
Internal reinforcement structure





Various design and size of NUTANK GRP Panel 

* Produce exclusive panel by own design and provide various panel such as partition, manhole, 
 drain and flange by the purpose.
* Panels are tested to SS245:2016 standard.





Features of NUTANK GRP 
sectional water tank

NUTANK panel which is certified WRAS is possible to make 

the GRP panels in a variety of colours.

In most cases, however, this typr of tank is installed in the open, 

exposed to direct sunlight. If the GRP panels are translucent, 

the growth of algae and other micro-organisms would 

be accelerated.

After extensive testing and research, Korvan has adopted panel to 

minimize this problem, completely opaque and does not permit the 

passage of any light through it.

A typical problem with steel tanks has always been the high 

thermal conductivity and expansion of coefficient of steel.

These characteristics can cause loosening of the panel 

connecting bolts in areas fo wide temperature change

Inside state of NUTANK GRP water tank after 3 years installation

NUTANK panel: Prevent light penetration

Super Hygienic



NUTANK panel: Prevent light penetration

Various design by water tank capacity

Safety of water pressure



Excellent Insulation



Complete Drainage

Water Tightness



Partition water tank

NUTANK has exclusive partition panel according to various size of different height and width so it
doesn’t need to cut another panel for partition.
It can make perfect installation to prevent water leakage



Concrete Plinth



Specification of steel skid



Specification of connection
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